RCFS/RAPS Conference

Feb 14-16, 2020
Atlantis, Nassau, The Bahamas
Call for Papers
Deadline to Submit: November 18, 2019
SUBMIT
The Society for Financial Studies is hosting the third annual Review of Corporate Finance
Studies/Review of Asset Pricing Studies (RCFS/RAPS) Winter Conference at Nassau in the
Bahamas from February 14 to 16, 2020. This will be a high-quality conference with a limited
number of papers and parallel sessions for corporate finance and asset pricing. Our aim is to
bring together a select group of top-quality researchers to present and discuss cutting-edge
papers in corporate finance and asset pricing.

Submissions
You may submit your paper via the ConfTool submission system. To submit your paper, create a
ConfTool account. ConfTool will then ask you to pay the $50 submission fee. If you are
submitting multiple papers, ConfTool requires you to pay all the fees at once. You will then
be able to upload your paper(s). Manuscripts do not need to be anonymous, but you may choose
to submit an anonymous file if you prefer.

Submission Fee
The submission fee is $50 per paper. You may pay using credit card via PayPal or Stripe. You do
not need to create a PayPal or Stripe account in order to pay via credit card – simply click past
the account set up to “pay with credit card.”

Dual Submission
The RCFS/RAPS Winter Conference features a dual submission option to RCFS or RAPS. ConfTool
will require you to indicate whether you want to be considered for dual submission. If you select
dual submission, your paper will be considered by whichever journal you select. In some cases,
the editors may suggest your paper to the other journal if they feel it may be a good fit. Please
read our dual submission policy.

New & Interesting Facts Session
RCFS will have a “New and Interesting Facts” session at the conference, with papers that contain
one main finding or highlight a stylized fact of interest. We encourage authors to submit such

papers to the conference. If you would like your paper to be considered for this session, please
ensure you select the New & Interesting Facts option. Note: this option is only available to the
RCFS sessions.
Questions? Please contact manager@sfs.org.

